Regional Policy Memorandum

Bureau of Indian Affairs
Midwest Region
Branch of Forestry

Number: RPM-MW-TRUS-2A1  Title: Forestry Policy, Midwest Region Branch of Forestry Authority - Forest Inventory for Real Estate Values (Realty Cruises), Amendment 1
Effective: July 26, 2006  Expires: July 26, 2007

1. Purpose

This memorandum amends RPM-MW-TRUS-2, Forestry Policy, Midwest Region Branch of Forestry Authority – Forest Inventory for Real Estate Values (Realty Cruises), 5/24/2005, Release #56, by extending the "Expires" date to July 26, 2007. It will remain in effect for one year, or until it is incorporated into the Indian Affairs Manual, whichever occurs first. No changes have been made to the text.

2. Approvals

De Springer/Acting 7/26/2006
For Terrence Virden Date
Midwest Regional Director